Structuring Parent Coaching for Success

Parent coaching is a widely used component of many behavioral intervention programs. This past year had led to an increase in implementing parent coaching remotely. A possible outcome of remote parent coaching is increased accessibility for families and clients. In this workshop designed for providers, participants will learn to implement a parent coaching approach designed to (a) help parents understand the learning objectives, (b) help providers conduct interactive learning sessions where the parent is working with their child, and (c) support feedback and planning for the next session. Tips and troubleshooting for parent coaching will also be covered. Parent coaching strategies apply to both in person and online sessions.

**WHEN**
Webinar avail. for viewing between October 1, 2021 and March 31, 2022

**WHERE**
Recorded Webinar

**COST**
$50 per person

**Who should sign up:** Providers who support parents through parent coaching. This session can be helpful for providers who are new to coaching or those who have experience with coaching but are looking for additional strategies to increase the impact of their time with parents.

**CEUs:** 1.5 BACB Learning CEU included

To register, visit [https://cvent.me/WrL5OW](https://cvent.me/WrL5OW).